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Abstract—The rapid deployment of wireless sensor network
(WSN) poses the challenge of finding optimal locations for the
network nodes, especially so in (i) unknown and (ii) obstacle-
rich environments. This paper addresses this challenge with
BISON (Bio-Inspired Self-Organizing Network), a variant of
the Voronoi algorithm. In line with the scenario challenges,
BISON nodes are restricted to (i) locally sensed as well as
(ii) noisy information on the basis of which they move, avoid
obstacles and connect with neighboring nodes. Performance is
measured as (i) the percentage of area covered, (ii) the total
distance traveled by the nodes, (iii) the cumulative energy
consumption and (iv) the uniformity of nodes distribution.
Obstacle constellations and noise levels are studied system-
atically and a collision-free recovery strategy for failing nodes
is proposed. Results obtained from extensive simulations show
the algorithm outperforming previously reported approaches
in both, convergence speed, as well as deployment cost.

1. Introduction
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are used pervasively

in the context of e.g., the monitoring of physiological and
environmental parameters, for object tracking and surveil-
lance or in smart homes [1], [2], [3]. WSNs are commonly
optimized with regard to connectivity, coverage, localiza-
tion, lifetime and dynamic adaptation [1], [4], [5], [6].

Since the surrounding environment affects the localiza-
tion of sensor nodes and impedes the data transfer between
nodes [4], the robustness of WSN against noise-driven
disruptions is a relevant performance measure. Moreover,
WSNs are often supported by low power devices, making
energy efficiency a factor that possibly affects e.g., the
lifetime of the network or the complexity of the algorithms.

The efficient deployment of sensor nodes (fast and cheap
while delivering maximum service) is a main issue [7], [8],
[9], especially in scenarios where this has to happen with
limited or no prior knowledge about the target environment.

To facilitate rapid deployment, a common approach is to
move nodes into an environment continuously (on-the-fly)
and based on what they can sense in real-time [10], [11].

Figure 1: An example of a WSN in a small laboratory. Each sensor
node has two ranges: the smaller, sensing range RS (shown as blue
circles), and the larger, communication range RC (the red circles).

In this paper, we propose a Voronoi-based algorithm
called BISON, (for Bio-Inspired Self-Organizing Network),
for providing nearly optimum solution to self-deployment
and localization of a WSN in an unknown bounded region
of interest with obstructions such as in Fig1, in the presence
of noise distortion.

BISON evolves the positioning of the sensor nodes
inside an area, making use of their distribution to maximize
the coverage and maintain the connectivity through control-
lable injection conditions. To facilitate energy conservation
we compute the nodes’ next positions iteratively and based
solely on local information (i.e., about a node’s neighbours
within its sensing range) [12], [13]. BISON’s performance
improves in the presence of various levels of Gaussian noise,
which makes it useful for implementations.

In §2 we briefly discuss existing Voronoi-based algo-
rithms for WSN and highlight the novelty in our self-
organizing network (BISON) (introduced in §3). Our model
and its implementation is provided in §4. In §5 we define our
evaluation metrics for comparison of the proposed approach
with representative competitive algorithms, the parametric
performance analysis is discussed in §6.
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2. Voronoi-based Algorithms for WSN

2.1. Inspiration and state of the art

Animal strategies of self-organization to reach a dynamic
steady state distribution have inspired the application of such
behaviors in mobile networks [11], [14], [15], [16]. A known
benefit is the ability to operate with a minimal amount of
information about the environment, yet to achieve near opti-
mal solutions with low(er) computational demands. Whether
they are considered a geometrical phenomenon [17], or a
bio-inspired one [12], [18], [19], Voronoi tessellations are
among such techniques. Fig. 2 offers a brief schematic
review for Voronoi-based algorithms goals and techniques,
for more details we refer to Fig. S1 of the Supporting Online
Materials (SOM, hereafter). Territorial behaviour in animals
such as for the male tilapia mossambica (a fish species)
and how polygonal shapes of sufficient density are formed
is discussed in [19]; an illustration is found in Fig. S2 in
SOM.

By mimicking such behavior, sensor nodes in a WSN
can generate Voronoi regions (convex polygons that together
partition an area) based on local information and subse-
quently adjust their positions until the change per iteration
falls below a system convergence condition. The boundaries
of the polygon are generated by drawing the perpendicular
bisector of each segment connecting the cell node with its
neighbor nodes (for a pictorial representation of this cf. Fig.
7 on page 6 or Fig. S2 in SOM).

This process tends to achieve uniform distribution during
the self-organizing process, motivating WSN researchers to
analyze and identify the coverage holes after the initial
distribution of sensors. Voronoi algorithms have been used
to enhance network-coverage and -connectivity, either stand-
alone [20], [21], [22] or in tandem with bio-inspired algo-
rithms [23], [24], [25], [26], [27].

For known areas and a fixed number of homogeneous
sensor nodes, Wang et al. [28], [29], [30] developed three
different coverage-optimizing algorithms which re-allocate
the nodes to positions covering most of the Voronoi ver-
tices/edges within the sensors’ sensing ranges. Apart from
the vertices, there is a substantial interest towards approach-
ing the centroid (center of mass of a Voronoi cell) dur-
ing sensors’ re-allocation, known to provide better uniform
node-distribution while requiring less movement [20], [21],
[22], [31]. An example with the use of a Voronoi centroid is
discussed by Zou et al. [32], [33], [34], [35] who introduced
Node Spreading Voronoi Algorithm (NSVA) to self-deploy
fixed number of nodes in an unknown obstacle-free area.

Voronoi diagrams are also involved in WSN deployment
of heterogeneous sensors, whether combined with Laguerre
geometry to partition the regions between adjacent sensors,
or adding weights on each sensor node based on its sensing
range to create multiplicatively-weighted Voronoi diagrams
[36], [37], [38], [39], [40]. Additionally, Voronoi diagrams
are involved in the scheduling mechanisms of WSN [22],
and are considered in security algorithms, providing robust-

ness against malicious attacks that might affect the nodes
identities during the deployment process [41].

2.2. Novelty of BISON

Previous discussions of Voronoi-based algorithms con-
sidered a random distribution of sensor nodes, with most
algorithms relying on prior knowledge about the (often
obstacle-free) environment and node locations while assum-
ing a guaranteed connectivity among the sensor nodes. Re-
lying on first scanning the entire environment to determine
obstacle location before distributing nodes is putting a strain
network resources such as time and energy [42], [43].

In contrast, our approach evolves the location of homo-
geneous sensor nodes in unfamiliar and obstructed noisy
environments. This happens iteratively, allowing the nodes
to investigate their injection process to direct themselves
based on methodological conditions to achieve maximum
coverage and to maintain connectivity in the network, with-
out a priory assumption. In BISON, each nodes scans only
its local environment to identify nearby obstacles, generates
or updates its own Voronoi region (accounting for obstacles)
and then directs itself toward its new Voronoi centroid.

In addition, the negative impact of communication noise
on the distribution of nodes is addressed in the literature
either by using anchor nodes of known locations to predict
the location of all other nodes (using fuzzy logic methods),
or by adding a (random) uncertainty value to the measured
distances between the nodes and their neighbors. In our
work we simulated realistic communication noise (Gaus-
sian) and embedded this in the information about nodes’
locations (used extensively in the deployment process).

Finally, we will show (a) that involving Voronoi-based
centroidal WSN node deployment in BISON is efficient in
the removal of dead / tired nodes with least distance traveled
among the nodes, as well as (b) how underlying kinematics
of WSN nodes are affected by environmental noise that lead
to improvements in the network coverage. The latter we
demonstrate in our noise coherence analysis.

2.3. Contribution of this article

Our work is guided by three main goals:
1) Propose an approach that can handle the inclusion of

obstacles and is capable of examining their effect.
2) Examine / evaluate the performance of the proposed

approach when subjected to noise.
3) Ensure resilience against uncontrollable loss of WSN

nodes and facilitate controlled node removal / exiting
of low energy nodes by providing individual exit paths.

The main contributions to, and improvements over, the
state of the art are that we evolve sensor nodes’ locations
without (1a) a priori fixing their number or (1b) relying
on special injection conditions to ensure network coverage
and connectivity; that the approach is designed for unknown
environments (2a) with obstacles but (2b) without a prior
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demand on a continuous connected network; (3) that the
system is subjected to communication noise. We also (4)
show that the swarm coherence method is an effective tool.

3. The BISON Algorithm

The proposed algorithm evolves network nodes inside an
environment, following certain methodological conditions
that aim for optimum coverage while maintaining con-
nectivity without a priory assumption. A centroid Voronoi
tessellation mechanism is implemented for the deployment
of nodes in an unknown noisy environment with obstacles.
The number of nodes involved in the deployment process is
unknown (but finite) and dynamically determined by gradual
and conflict-free absorption. The node injection conditions
are designed to ensure full coverage and connectivity. Node
movement is achieved through self-organization, with the
new allocation of nodes guided by the nodes’ desire to move
towards the respective center of their Voronoi cell; cf. Fig.
S3 in SOM for a flowchart of the BISON algorithm.

3.1. Voronoi regions in obstacle free environments

Unlike in prior art, the Voronoi regions in BISON are
are not only characterized by the neighboring nodes, which
might drop the connection in noisy environment or drop
out altogether unexpectedly. Instead, the configuration is de-
pendent on observations within a sensor’s sensing range; the
Voronoi regions are the intersection between the neighboring
bisectors, the obstacles, and the sensor’s sensing range.

For starters, any point x inside the environment A is
assigned to the region V ∗i of a specific node ni (cf. [18]):

V ∗i = {x|∀nj ∈ N\{ni} : |d(x, ni)| < |d(x, nj)|} (1)

Practically, the allocations defined by Equation 1 are formed
continuously through local interaction: the nodes perpendic-
ular bisectors are calculated using the Euclidean distance
d(from, to) to neighbouring (i.e., within communication
range) nodes. The more restricted BISON Voronoi regions
Vi are determined using the intersection between the perpen-
dicular bisectors and the node’s sensing range (Vi ⊆ V ∗i ).

For nodes at the outer rim of the network (in Fig.3 (c):
e.g., n1, n2 and n3) their Voronoi region is their sensing
range: Vi = RiS . These nodes are temporarily static (as
they already are at their Voronoi centroid) and disconnected
from the network. As additional nodes are injected, these
outer nodes will be reached and pushed out further.

3.2. Node injection

With regard to additional nodes being added, this is
conditional on either of the following two conditions:

1) there are disconnected nodes, or (c1)
2) there is unexplored space left. (c2)

To formalize this, we first impose the requirement of
connectivity, i.e., that every node has at least one neigh-
bouring node within its communication range RC :

∀ni ∈ N, ∃ nj ∈ N\{i} : |dt(ni, nj)| ≤
√

3RS

If anode is violating this then condition (c1) is met and an
additional node is injected. Practically, this is implemented
by maintaining an account of the number of injected nodes
and comparing this to the nodes currently relaying informa-
tion in the network (a known / knowable property).

Secondly, we require that there is at least one node
within sensing range of the point of injection:

∃ ni ∈ N : |dt(ni, (0, 0))| ≤ RS

Assuming that the injection point is at the border of the
area, the diffusion of the nodes across the area will cause
the node closest to the injection point to drift away if there
are uncovered locations anywhere in the area. Therefore,
if the above is violated then we can conclude that there
are uncovered areas (amongst them the injection point),
which violates condition (c2) and causes another node to be
injected. Jointly, these two conditions ensure coverage and
connectivity; furthermore, in any finite area these conditions
can be realized with a finite number of nodes.

3.3. Node movement

Nodes continuously move towards their Voronoi cen-
troids (the center of mass of each node’s Voronoi region),
thereby ensuring gradual and directed movement towards
complete area coverage [44]. This process requires first
to find the center of mass of each node’s Voronoi region
V . Any region V is a polygon with vertex coordinates
(x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn), and we calculate its area and center
of gravity using measure m(i) = (xi × yi+1 − xi+1 × yi)
(with xn+1 = x1 and yn+1 = y1 to come full circle) [45]:

Area =
1

2

n∑
i=1

m(i)

Area is the area of polygon V . Once we have this, the x-/y-
coordinates of its center of gravity can be found as follows:

Cx =
1

6×Area

n∑
i=1

(xi + xi+1)×m(i)

Cy =
1

6×Area

n∑
i=1

(yi + yi+1)×m(i)

The distance to its center of gravity, i.e., the difference
between the Voronoi centroid (Cx, Cy) and the node’s ac-
tual location (nx, ny) - together with application specific
parameter τ can be used as termination condition. If the
aggregated movement of the node over a number of steps
does not exceed τ then the algorithm terminates. This is
measured over all nodes (cf. Alg. 1, below) or, for true
decentralization, for each node individually.

4. Modelling and implementation

In this section we provide additional information regard-
ing the model used for our implementation and approach.
In addition to the basic modelling choices made we discuss
how obstacles and noise were included in the system and
how real-world aspects such as node-failure were modelled.
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Figure 2: A schematic representing an overview of Voronoi-based approaches goals and techniques used during wireless sensor network deployment.

Initialization;
define minPAC (⇐ cf. §4.3.4);
count← 0; shift← (τ + 1);
while (shift > τ (§3.3)) || count < cmax) (§4.3.4) do

if (injection condition c1 or c2 (§3.2)) then
inject node at random θ from origin (0,0);

end
for each node ni ∈ N do

add random noise (⇐ cf. §4.3);
calculate and move towards Ci (⇐ cf. §3.3);
shifti ← distance moved (⇐ cf. §5.2.4);

end
count = count+ 1; shift =

∑N shifti;
calculate PAC (⇐ cf. §5.1.2);
if PAC ≥ minPAC (§4.3.4)) then

count = 0;
minPAC ← PAC;

end
end

Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code for the BISON algorithm.

4.1. Preliminaries and basic modelling choices

The following basic modelling choices were made:
1) All nodes are homogeneous with equal sensing-,

communication-, computation-, and mobility-abilities.
2) To make the simulations more realistic, the deployment

of the sensor nodes happens iteratively, one at a time
and from a fixed entry point at the edge (here: 0, 0).

3) Node-injection is triggered by conditions (cf. §3.2) that
verifiable at the entry point; the node’s individual entry
angle (θi) is random, between 0◦ and 90◦.

4) Each node has the ability to distinguish its own location
and that of other nodes through suitable indicators for

indoor environments [44], [46], [47].
5) The communication range (RC) and sensing range

(RS) are circular with RS = 2 and RC =
√

3RS . This
relation (cf. [15], [48], [49]) is proven to minimize the
overlap between sensing ranges, removing unnecessary
(and thus inconsequential) complexity.

6) The threshold for our termination criteria τ was set to
one hundredths of the sensing range of a cell: τ = RS

100

Figure 3: Stages of node distribution: nodes iteratively enter the area
from the bottom left corner (a) and form Voronoi boundaries (b). This
process of covering and connecting continues (c) until the entire area is

covered with nodes forming a connected network (d).
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4.2. Introducing obstacles

4.2.1. Motivation. Virtually all WSNs are deployed in en-
vironments with obstacles that obstruct the wireless connec-
tion in one way or another. This means that environments
such as the one depicted in Fig. 3 are over simplified.

To account for this we have included signal obstructions
(i.e., obstacles) into our model. Figs. 4, 5 and 6 show
different aspects of obstacles included in the environment.

Figure 4: Environments containing walls (top) or pillars (bottom). In
addition to blocking signals (which impacts the Voronoi region of a
node), walls - and to a lesser effect, pillars - affect how nodes spread

(i.e., move towards the centroid of their Voronoi region). Environments
with pillar-type obstacles contained between 5 (c) and 20 (d) of them

while the different wall configurations used are shown in Fig. 5.

4.2.2. Modelling. As mentioned in §4.1, we model the
sensing range of a node to be circular (omni-directional,
transmitting their signal 360◦). Signals bounced back by an
obstacle can be used to determine the location of the obstacle
[50]. In our simulation, the calculations required to infer the
location of an obstacle is omitted, the relevant information is
simply provided when calculating the Voronoi region (which
is generated based on the detected obstacle boundaries, the
node’s sensing range, and the neighboring bisectors).

We considered three types of obstacles in environments:
1) small (1 measurement unit), free-standing obstacles

that correspond to pillars or vegetation, cf. Fig. 4 (c)
and (d). For the evaluation of the algorithm we simu-
lated environments containing 5 (c) to 20 (d) obstacles.

2) large, elongated rectangular obstacles representing e.g.,
walls. 4 different configurations were used, cf. Fig. 5.

3) elongated cavities as found e.g., between factory equip-
ment, cf. Fig. 6. BISON was tested over a number
of variations of this environment, with the distance
between obstacles ranging from 0.5 to 3 measurement
units (corresponding to 1/4th to 1/5th of RS).

Figure 5: Walled environments. Four variations were used for testing:
(a) “H-shaped”, (b) “π-shaped”, (c) “C-shaped” and (d) “3 rooms”.

These 4 contain all challenges we identified when looking at floor plans.

The goal was to consider small and large obstacles as
well as to explore the ability to deploy WSN into areas with
relatively small cavities. The specific instances within each
type (cf. Figs. 4, 5 and 6) were, however, relatively freely
chosen and are therefore not guaranteed to exhaustively
represent all possibly occurring environments.

Figure 6: Crevices and cavities: we investigated environments where the
accessible space is restricted. The width of the crevices ranged from 0.5
(a) to 3 (d) measurement units, which corresponds to roughly 0.25 and

1.5 (respectively) times the sensing range RS of a node.
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4.2.3. Implementation. The formulae for the calculation
of the Voronoi centroid, presented in §3.3, are applicable
to all solid polygons. However, while unlikely to happen in
our simulation, the calculation for polygons with “holes”
(pillars) requires extra steps: we have to first decompose
the region into smaller, solid regions. Using the calculation
for an Area from §3.3, the Voronoi centroid (Cx,Cy) of a
non-convex polygon was then calculated using the centroids
of its n sub-polygons (Cx1, Cy1), . . . , (Cxn, Cyn) together
with the respective areas Area1, . . . , Arean as follows [44]:

Cx =

∑n
i=1 CxiAreai∑n

i=1Areai
and Cy =

∑n
i=1 CyiAreai∑n

i=1Areai

4.3. Adding noise

4.3.1. Motivation. As suggested by the name, nodes in a
WSN communicates use wireless communication. This is
unshielded and naturally incurs distortion and noise from
the physical environment. In the context of this article, we
only concern ourselves with the impact of noise regarding
the determination of the position of neighbouring nodes.

In BISON, nodes regularly check up on their neighbours
and attempt to determines their distance to them. The accu-
racy of this process is affected by the noise in the sensed
values and the resulting uncertainty will in turn impact
the determination of the bisector lines, which are used to
calculate the node’s Voronoi region.

To visualize this, Fig. 7 (left) shows the actual locations
of nodes neighbouring 1, labelled 2, as well as (right) the
erroneous perceived positions, labelled 3. Using node xj
(correct location) / x′j (erroneous location) as an example
we illustrate the impact noisy sensing can have on the
calculation of the bisecting lines and subsequently on the
resulting Voronoi region. Depending on the level of noise,
the latter can thus differ significantly which can lead to a
significant loss of overall coverage (cf. Fig. 8).

In contrast to e.g., [34], where randomization was used,
we wanted to use a specific noise function. This (a) allows
us to investigate the performance of BISON under various
degrees of noise distortion (see §4.3.3) as well as (b) facil-
itates subjecting the system to other, environment specific,
noise functions (potential future work).

4.3.2. Modelling. In communication channels, additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) is used to describe the noise
affecting the communication channel. Noise is added to the
signal with uniform power across the transmission channel.

AWGN is the simplest model of Gaussian distribution
with zero mean, modelled as statistical noise with a proba-
bility density function P(x) (normal distribution) as follows:

P (x) =
1

σ
√

2π
e

(x−µ)2

2σ2 (2)

with µ and σ the mean and standard deviation of random
variable x, respectively. Increasing variance σ2 (given by
σ2 = No

2 with No the noise power) has an increased
(detrimental) effect on signal accuracy.

4.3.3. Implementation. The effect of σ is felt only within
RC . I.e., visibility of neighbouring nodes is maintained
but their derived locations may be subject to error. Three
different noise-levels were considered in our simulations:
σ = 0.01 (low), σ = 0.05 (medium) and σ = 0.1 (high).

Figure 7: Wireless communication is subject to noise and distortion.
This can significantly impact the accuracy of a node’s assumption of its
neighbours locations. Above, in (a) we depict the actual state of affairs
while (b) shows the erroneous locations as well as the resulting Voronoi

region. The actual location of nodes is shown in blue / light while
erroneously calculated locations are depicted in red / dark.

4.3.4. Impact. Including signal distortion means that incor-
rect Voronoi centroids are being calculated by the nodes (cf.
Fig. 7), causing them to move to a position other than the
actual center of gravity, as defined by Equation 1. This in
turn can cause incomplete coverage (cf. Fig. 8, (d)) as well
as continued (and unnecessary) consumption of energy as
nodes keep moving around their actual Voronoi centroid.

Figure 8: Node-deployment and -movement under noise, compared to
Fig. 3 without. The effect of calculating incorrect Voronoi centroids due

to noise (cf. Fig. 7) is clearly visible as the network spreads out. The
nodes assume locations that facilitate a lower connectivity between

nodes (c) as well as effectively cover a lesser area of the environment (d).

Furthermore, signal distortion can affect the usefulness
of the termination condition we use (see next section).
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4.3.5. Additional stop criterion. In noisy environments,
and as nodes become increasingly scattered, signal distor-
tions can cause nodes to keep moving back and forth which
may result in them exceeding threshold τ (cf. §3.3), used
in Alg. 1 as the first of two termination criteria. Because
of this, a second criteria is devised as follows: using a
pre-defined minimum network coverage area minPAC and
a constant cmax (set in our simulation to cmax= 15), we
stop the algorithm after exceeding minPAC and when there
was no increase in the coverage area for cmax consecutive
iterations (while the network is fully connected); see Alg.
1.

4.4. Node-failure and self-organizing recovery

4.4.1. Motivation. Having considered real-world challenges
in environments (such as obstacles and signal-noise), it
would be strange to ignore practical issues of the sensor
nodes themselves. Under realistic deployment conditions, a
WSN is likely to face sudden / unexpected loss of nodes
sooner or later. This may be due to a number of reasons,
with the most common examples being device malfunction,
resource (battery) depletion or outside influences.

4.4.2. Modelling. The modelling of node-failure is straight-
forward, in our implementation we can simply remove a
node from the WSN. That being said, we would like to
distinguish three types of nodes: devices whose Voronoi
region touches (1) only other Voronoi regions, (2) one wall
or (3) two walls (in which case the node is in a corner).

4.4.3. Implementation. To enable node-failure handling,
no additional implementation is required: losing a node
means that some of the remaining nodes lose a neighbour.
This means that their Voronoi regions (and thus centroids)
change, wich causes them to move. This will happen until
coverage is restored. Note that this might cause additional
nodes to be injected (but that as well is functionality that is
already implemented, cf. §3.2).

4.4.4. Additional considerations. With more complex sys-
tems and increasingly autonomous nodes in mind, we briefly
touch on the subject of planned / intentional node-loss. This
can e.g., be the case when an individual node is low on
power and autonomously decides to return to the injection
point to recharge. In that case an approach would be to
let a node continue to provide coverage until its Voronoi
region is entirely taken over by its neighbours. A practical
issue would then be the path planning for the now redundant
node, which is briefly discussed in §6.5.

5. Evaluation Metrics

In this section, we define the four major metrics used
to evaluate the WSN created by BISION: the coverage
achieved by the WSN, the combined distance travelled by
the nodes to achieve this coverage, the energy consumed to
do so and, finally, the uniformity of the node distribution.

5.1. Percentage Area Coverage (PAC)

5.1.1. Motivation. While we are aware of WSN-
applications that operate under (sometimes extreme) re-
source scarcity, our algorithm was designed to achieve full
coverage in scenarios of resource abundance, meaning that
our concern is “covering the complete area” and not “how
to cover as much as possible given a small number of
nodes”. We will therefore use the area covered (in percent-
age of the environment) as a performance measure and to
plot progress during the deployment phase of the WSN.

5.1.2. Modelling. Calculating the percentage area coverage
(PAC) is done using global insight, i.e., we use the actual
coverage of the system [32], [34] and not the erroneous
assumptions of the individual nodes. Overlapping coverage
as well as the impact of walls and pillars are not included:

PAC =
Combined coverage by the WSN

Maximum area that can be covered

5.2. Distance Traveled (ADT / CDT)

5.2.1. Motivation. The energy requirements for a successful
deployment of WSN using BISION was an important pa-
rameter to consider. While we provide a separate measure
for the actual energy consumed (cf. §5.4) we first want
to evaluate performance de-coupled from the energy cost
incurred by the operation of the network (i.e., without the
cost generated by sensing and signal operations), and we
did so by measuring the distance traveled by the nodes.

We measure the distance traveled by the nodes in two
ways: we fist consider the simple value of how much, given
a current positions of the nodes, each node would have
to move if it directly went to the current position in the
deployment. This is called the average distance traveled
(ADT). In addition, we capture the far more accurate value
of the cumulative distance traveled in the network (CDT),
i.e., the distance that was actually traveled, including the
noise-induced bouncing back and forth between positions.

5.2.2. Modelling the average distance traveled (ADT).
We used the following equation [32], [34] to analyze the
average distance traveled (ADT) by the sensor nodes:

ADT(t) =
1

n(t)

n(t)∑
i=1

|d
(
origin, (Cix,Ciy)

)
|

where n(t) is total number of nodes at time t, origin is the
initial location / the injection point of node i (for us that is
fixed to (0, 0)). (Cix,Ciy) are the current x-/y-coordinates
of node i. Note that unlike in the literature [32], [33], we do
not require the number of nodes to be constant over time.

5.2.3. Modelling the cumulative distance traveled (CDT).
The cumulative distance traveled (CDT) is measured recur-
sively over the iterations the network has undergone. At
time t0 the combined movement of all cells is zero, at any
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other time tk the CDT is the sum of all CDTs in preceding
time-steps plus the movement since tk−1:

CDT(t0) = 0

CDT(tk) =
1

n(t)

n(t)∑
i=1

|d(post−1, post)|+ CDT(tk−1)

With |d(post−1, post)| the absolute Euclidean distance be-
tween the previous location of a node and its current one.

5.2.4. Implementation. CDT is implemented as a variable
that is iteratively updated in Alg. 1: the value for the distance
moved (d(post, post−1)) is calculated as follows:

d(post, post−1) =
√

(|Ctx− Ct−1x|)2 + (|Cty − Ct−1y|)2

In Alg. 1, the value for d(post, post−1)) are then stored
in the variable shifti; the calculation of CDT is a question
of aggregating these values (in the variable shift).

With regard to ADT, since all nodes enter at the same
injection point (0, 0)) this can be easily calculated:

ADT =

√√√√( n∑
i=1

Cix

)2

+

(
n∑

i=1

Ciy

)2

5.3. Deployment behaviour over time (velocity)

5.3.1. Motivation. When evaluating the performance of
BISON we are not just interested in the distances traveled
by nodes but also in their collective behaviour. In line with
[51] we will use the average node-velocity to characterize
node behaviour during the deployment of the WSN.

In our simulation, individual node velocity is determined
by the calculation of the Voronoi centroid combined with
the node’s inference of its location (i.e., the to and from of
the node’s movement). The way we determine movement
defines the overall collective deployment behaviour but con-
sidering the distance (as we do with ADT and CDT) only
gives us insight into the performance of the entire system
and does not tell us anything about the performance of the
nodes in the context of the behaviour of the other nodes.

5.3.2. Modelling node–diffusion and –drift. In line with
[51] we avoid using a theoretical complex model / equation
to determine node-velocity; instead we use empirical data
(generated by our simulations) to estimate the diffusion
(D) and the drift (F ) coefficients of this equation. The
former will capture the mean rate of change of average node
velocity, while the latter quantifies the evolution thereof.

The coefficients for diffusion (D) and drift (F ) are
defined as follows [51]:

D
(
v(t)

)
=

1

2

〈(
v(t+ δt)− v(t)

)2
δt

〉
(3)

F
(
v(t)

)
=

〈
v(t+ δt)− v(t)

δt

〉
(4)

with

v(t) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

vi(t)

where v(t) is the average velocity of all the available nodes
n at time t, D

(
v(t)

)
is the diffusion coefficient, F

(
v(t)

)
the drift coefficient and δt the chosen time step value.

5.4. Energy cost incurred for deployment

5.4.1. Motivation. Nodes in wireless sensor networks al-
most always operate with a limited energy budget. Since
the energy consumption of individual nodes as well as that
of the entire WSN are of paramount interest to practitioners
in the field, this has to be considered in our evaluation.

Generally speaking, energy efficiency is commonly mea-
sured over the lifetime of a network [52], [53]:

WSN efficiceny =
Etotal

EM + ES + Eother
(5)

where Etotal is the total energy that sensor nodes are pro-
vided with, EM is the cost incurred by moving the nodes and
ES is the cost incurred by operating the sensing equipment.
To account for more complex implementations we can add
Eother, sub-summing any additional power requirements.

5.4.2. Modelling. In the context of this article, we are only
concerned with the energy cost incurred by the movement
of a node i. In the literature [49], [54], EM,i was modeled
(based on kinetic energy) as follows:

EMi =
1

2
miv

2
i =

1

2
mi

(
∆di
∆ti

)2

(6)

where m is the mass of the sensor node, ti is the time step
of node i, di, is the distance moved during time step ti, and
vi is the corresponding velocity of the node at ti. Under
the reasonable simplifying assumption that the work-energy
theorem applies, this expression could be reworked into:

EMi
= m

∆2di
∆t2i

di

We will use mass-normalized energy, EM,i/m, to further
focus on kinetic aspect of the problem.

5.5. Uniformity of the coverage

5.5.1. Motivation. As the area in a circle (sphere) increases
non-linearly with the radius, so does the signal strength of
a broadcast diminish with distance to the emitting device.
Providing a certain signal over a distance does therefore
incur an energy cost that is also non-linear in the distance
to the source. Therefore, and in all generality, if complete
coverage can be achieved by all nodes in a network operat-
ing at the same coverage radius then this is guaranteed to be
(as far as signal cost is concerned) the best possible set-up.

For us this translates to the goal to reduce coverage
overlap as much as possible. Since we are operating in an
obstacle-rich environment we do not compare the coverage
radii but instead the areas inside the Voronoi regions.
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5.5.2. Modelling. Following [34], we capture the extent to
which Voronoi regions covering an area A are uniformly
distributed over the nodes in a network by measuring the
similarities between the generated polygon regions UA:

UA =
1

mean(AV )

√
1

|N|
∑
n∈N

(
AVi − mean(AV )

)2
(7)

where AVi is the area of Voronoi cell i and N is the total
number of nodes in the network. The smaller the value of
UA the better the system is towards uniform distribution.

6. Results and Discussion

We evaluate the performance of BISON over time and
under increasing noise-levels. We focus on two criteria: (1)
the movement required to continuously grow the network
until the termination criteria halt the algorithm and (2)
the growth of coverage during deployment. We furthermore
investigate the resilience of the network against node loss
and provide a comparison to another approach for some
insight into the convergence properties of the approach.

Overview

In §6.1 we first provide an overview over the imple-
mentation choices taken and sum up the various parameter
settings discussed earlier in this article. We then report on
three investigations into the performance of BISON: (1) in
§6.2 we evaluate the algorithm with regard to the move-
ment of the nodes in the different environment types we
considered. There, we also present the results of comparing
BISON to the NSVA algorithm with regard to performance
and convergence. (2) We then (§6.3) discuss the coverage
achieved by a WSN deployed through BISON. (3) Finally, in
§6.4 we present our findings and considerations with regard
to real-world aspects of swarming and node failure.

6.1. Materials and methods

The BISON algorithm (provided as Alg. 1) was imple-
mented using MATLAB version R2017b. As mentioned,
there are a number of control parameters and settings.
Unless otherwise stated the following values were used in
simulations for data collection and performance evaluation:
• sensing range: RS = 1m (intended interpretation: m =

one meter); communication range: RC =
√

3RS .
• simulated environment: 10× 10m2.
• inject node angle θ: random between 0◦ and 90◦.
• injection point (aka origin): (0,0).
• termination criteria: shifting threshold τ = RS

100 (§3.3);
rounds without improvement cmax= 15 (§4.3.5).

The following values were recorded during simulations:
• movement (Euc. dist.) of any node in the WSN i

(shifti, §5.2.4) to assess average (ADT, §5.2.2) and
cumulative (CDT, §5.2.3) distance traveled and to cal-
culate the movement energy cost (EM , §5.4.2).

• area covered: absolute (§3.3) and in %: PAC (§5.1.2)
as well as the uniformity of the coverage (UA, §5.5.2).

6.2. Performance evaluation: movement

6.2.1. Movement in obstacle-free environments. To estab-
lish a baseline, BISON was used to deploy a WSN into an
obstacle-free environment while the nodes were subjected
to various levels of noise. Both, the average- (ADT) as well
as the cumulative- distance traveled (CDT) by the nodes in
the WSN were recorded and are plotted in Fig. 9.

Figure 9: Initial investigation into the movement to deploy a WSN into
an obstacle-free environment. Notably, the highest noise level (σ = 0.1)

outperforms the second highest (σ = 0.05) in distance traveled.
Furthermore, increasing noise consistently improves deployment time!
This, initially counter-intuitive, result is discussed separately in §6.4.1.

We would expect that the performance suffers as noise-
levels increase. Indeed, at least with regard to the distances
traveled this is initially the case for both ADT and CDT.
However, upon closer inspection we see that for both mea-
sures the highest noise-level actually outperforms the second
most severe noise-level: for σ = 0.1 the network requires
less movement or time than it does for σ = 0.05.

Furthermore, for both measures, the time required to
reach the stop condition consistently decreases as the noise-
level increases. This implies that noise can have a beneficial
impact on collective performance. These results are consis-
tent with the literature (cf. [34] on the NSVA algorithm
in noisy environments); §6.4 is dedicated to exploring this,
counter-intuitive result in more detail.

The CDT turns out to be roughly twice the ADT. As
we will continue to compare these two measures it seems
important to point out what exactly they represent again:
both report an average value, but ADT uses the as-the-crow-
flies distance while CDT uses the actual distance traveled.
Thus, the factor by which CDT exceeds ADT is an indicator
for the detours taken by the nodes to reach a position.

6.2.2. Movement in obstacle-rich environments. The pos-
itive effect of high (σ = 0.1) noise-levels - noticed in the
previous section - is also consistently found in the results
presented in this section. To enhance readability of Fig. 10,
we only report on the outcomes for σ = 0.1 and “no noise
at all”; the interested reader is referred to Figs. S4 and S5
in SOM for the other results, omitted here.

For obstacle-rich environments we report ADT and CDT
separately again (cf. Fig. 10). We compare performance
under lowest and highest noise level and for environments
with signal scattereres (i.e., pillars) or walls.
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pillars scattering the signal; bottom row: different wall configurations blocking the signal) and the impact of noise (respective right columns).
Consistent with the results for obstacle-free environments, shown in Fig. 9, noise consistently improves deployment speed (measured in time, x-axis)

but does so at significant cost in cumulative distance traveled to reach the final deployment position (cf. rightmost two plots, see y-axis).

The impact of noise. The first thing that we notice when
comparing the results plotted in Fig. 10 is that for ADT
and CDT as well as for both types of environments, the
algorithms achieves coverage faster in the presence of noise.

Walled / scattered environments. Increasing the number
of signal scattering objects in the environment reduces the
distance traveled by the nodes, especially for ADT.

While increasing the noise-level actually improve collec-
tive performance (cf. §6.4) the reduced distance here can be
- at least partly - explained by the fact that there is effectively
less of the environment to cover as an increasing percentage
thereof is filled by the pillars (cf. Fig. 4). However, for
the 4 walled experiments this explanation does not hold:
the scenarios C-shaped and 3 rooms have significantly less
space taken up by their respective walls than the other two
environments (cf. Fig. 5), yet their ADT differs greatly. This
is not unexpected because, especially in case of 3 rooms,
there is a bottleneck for the nodes to pass through. This
is supported by the corresponding CDT where this scenario
requires the largest cumulative distance traveled.

Different variations on environment types. The perfor-
mance difference for different cases of an environment type
was consistent across experiments, indicating that some
environments are inherently more difficult to solve than
others. An theoretical study of which scenario aspects this
depends on is outside the scope of this paper.

6.2.3. Movement in environments with crevices. First of
all we refer back to Fig. 6, plot (a), to remind the reader that
in the most restrictive scenarios (those where the spaces are
merely a fourth of the nodes’ sensing range) the network
simply fails to extend into these crevices. This obviously

Figure 11: ADT performance for environments with small spaces of
different width (see Fig. 6). Plotted are the smallest (a) and widest (b) of

these scenarios. Note: graphs shown in (a) are from a deployment
where the network could not actually cover the cavities. As before (cf.

Figs. 9, 10), adding noise significantly improves performance.

results in sub-optimal coverage but also means that less
nodes are needed. Note that for all the tested scenarios
(including the empty one), this was the only one where no
noise, or low noise-levels outperformed higher noise-levels
(cf. the plots in Figs. 9, 10 and 11). Avoiding the openings
altogether does, however, impact the performance because
the nodes facing these openings should be subjected to small
incentives to move towards the openings (or into them) as
their Voronoi regions are not restricted in that direction.

We report only on two of the 4 scenarios here; additional
results, including results for all simulated scenarios and
noise-levels are provided in S6 in SOM.

6.2.4. Cost incurred through node movement. Looking
back at the plotted CDT values in Fig. 10, we clearly see that
while the addition of noise consistently resulted in improved
performance time it did so at a significant cost through
increase in movement, as evident from Fig. 12.
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Figure 12: Representation of individual cost for arbitrarily selected nodes (the number indicates the order of injection with lower nodes having spent
more time in the environment) in different environments. The improvement in deployment speed (caused by increased noise-levels) is thus achieved
at the cost of significantly increased energy consumption (cf. Equation 6). Environments differ only in the type and location of obstacles. The impact

thereof is clearly visible when comparing the results, though the relation between placement and energy cost is not immediately obvious.

When comparing the individual node movement with
the resulting energy cost (cf. Figs. 9 and 12 for obstacle
free– and Figs. 10 and 12 for obstacle-rich – environments;
cf. Figs. 11 and 13 for environments with small spaces)
we consistently see the trade-off. While the plots provided
(reporting on the energy expenditures of some of the nodes)
suffice to show that it is the environment and not the order
of injection that determines the final energy cost, the full set
of results / additional energy representation for obstacle-rich
environments and cavities are provided on the SOM.

Figure 13: The nodes specific energy cost for deployment into large
environments with small cavities, visualized in Fig. 11.

6.2.5. Convergence properties of BISON. We find no
evidence that the modifications we introduced fundamentally
alter the arguments (presented elsewhere in the literature
[59] in favor of convergence of Voronoi algorithms. Never-
theless, we conducted a numerical experiment to compare
performances of BISON (cf. Fig. 14).

Figure 14: (a) shows the distance travelled for nodes over time, with
dA,1 the distance moved by node A in time step 1. In (b) we plot the

Differential Displacements (step-to-step displacements) as a function of
time. After around t = 200 the observed movement is entirely caused

nodes reacting to other node’s movement as coverage is achieved.

Benchmarking of results. We compared node movement
before and after coverage was achieved. Perhaps unsurpris-
ingly, we see a rapid rise of the differential displacement as
a function of time. After a maximum is reached, the motion
of sensor nodes in the system rapidly decreases (cf. Fig.
14(b)). The maximum occurs close to the instant in time
where a derivative of the PAC and ADT curves occur.

We furthermore compared BISON to closest related
algorithm in the literature: the NSVA algorithm [32], [33].
The choice for NSVA was made due to its similarity in
terms of the assumptions made, parameters used, as well as
simulation time steps. In addition, it was important to use to
compare to an approach that generates the Voronoi regions
based on local information about the environment from
the nodes sensing range, where other related algorithms
(e.g., [20], [21], [28], [30], [31], [36], [37]) use global
information or apply to heterogeneous nodes, which require
different forms of Voronoi regions altogether. Finally, since
the metrics used are, in fact, proposed in [32], [33], [34],
the NSVA algorithm is the most obvious candidate for a
comparative evaluation.

TABLE 1: Representation of the parameters used to compare BISON
with NSVA algorithm and the resulted PAC and ADT

Quantity NSVA BISON

Area (m2) 100× 100 100× 100

RS (m) 16 16

RC (m) 16
√
3× 16

Number of nodes (n) 40 16

Time (s) 150s 20s

PAC (%) 93.4% 99.3%

ADT (m) 74 85

Table 1 above provides a quick overview over the perfor-
mance of both algorithms in an obstacle-free environment
with no noise effect. The results of our comparative evalua-
tion over time are plotted in Fig. 15: the left panel compares
the algorithms on the basis of PAC while the right shows
the respective ADT. Both inserts plot the difference between
BISON and NSVA for the first 30 seconds of the simulation.
BISON clearly outperforms NSVA.
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Figure 15: Comparing the performance of BISON and NSVA over time:
for both, PAC (left) and ADT (right), BISON outperforms NSVA

significantly. Since BISON plateaus after around 30s, the inserted plots
visualize the difference in respective performance for that time.

The performance is compared with BISON algorithm
under the same parameters specified in Table 1. It can be
noticed that NSVA algorithm required 40 nodes and 150s
to achieve 93.4% of area coverage, while BISON algorithm
required one fifth of that time (terminating after ≈ 30s) with
16 nodes to achieve 99% of area coverage. The improved
speed can partly be attributed to the wider communication
range RC , but this does not explain why BISON can operate
with a significant smaller number of nodes.

To be fair, the final coverage is far more indicative of
the superiority of BISON than the progress over time. The
reason for this is that NSVA injects a fixed number of nodes
inside the environment [32], [33] (here: 40) at start time
while BISON injects its node as needed over time. Due
to this, the plotted ADT in Fig. 15, right, has to be much
better for BISON as most nodes in NSVA cannot move
initially. However, BISON achieves a better coverage faster
(cf. Fig. 15, left), and does so using significantly fewer
nodes. In addition, lower energy consumption suggests a
longer lifetime of the BISON network.

The observed difference between BISON and NSVA,
shown in Fig. 15, inserts (a), (b), is only quantitatively
different for the various environments and noise levels.

6.3. Performance evaluation: coverage

We evaluate performance using percentage area cover-
age (PAC), introduced in §5.1.2. Analogous to the results
for movement (and thus energy cost) we find that increasing
noise-levels have a significant effect on the performance: as
before, the time required to achieve coverage decreases as
noise-levels increase (cf. insert in Fig. 16). This comes at
the cost of (significantly) increased energy consumption.

6.3.1. Coverage in obstacle-free environments. In ob-
stacle free environments nodes can freely diffuse into the
environment, obstructed only by the walls surrounding the
scenario. With increasing noise-levels, however, the node’s
Voronoi regions incur increasing error which directly trans-
lates to spotty coverage, affecting the PAC. As shown in Fig.
16, the ultimate outcome is nearly the same (differing by
less than 1% in the achieved final coverage, which was 99%
for noise-free environments and 98% for environments with
high noise). However, when looking at the graphs plotted
we see a noticeable difference in smoothness, representing
the aforementioned spotty coverage for high noise-levels.

Figure 16: Performance measured in PAC in an obstacle-free
environment. As before we notice a significant improvement in time

with increasing noise, shown also in the inserted graph plotting the time
required to achieve 90% coverage for the different noise-level

6.3.2. Coverage in obstacle-rich environments. In the in-
terest of readability, we again restrict ourselves to reporting
the results obtained from running the simulations using
both extremes for noise-levels, with the remaining results
provided in Figs. S10 and S11 in SOM for brevity.

Figure 17: The PAC achieved by BISON in obstacle-rich environments
with pillars, top (cf. Fig. 4) or walls, bottom (cf. Fig. 5), plotted over

time (x-axis) and PAC (y-axis). These results correlate to the average- as
well as cumulative- distance traveled, plotted in Fig. 10.

We considered environments with scatterrers (cf. Fig. 4),
and walls (cf. Fig. 5), where Fig. 17 plots the PAC under
the two most extreme noise-levels. As discussed before, high
noise-levels tend improve the speed of the algorithm. The
range of PAC reached by sensor nodes at different noise
levels is within ± 5.0% (on the absolute coverage scale)
between minimum and maximum values reached, demon-
strating that BISON can handle noisy environment without
dropping the coverage quality, all that while maintaining
connected network.

6.3.3. Coverage in environments with crevices. By ex-
ploring performance in environments with narrow regions
(depicted in Fig. 6) we address the issue of providing
network coverage in difficult environments.
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Fig. 18 plots the PAC obtained in these scenarios for
spacing sized at 0.5m (narrow passage) and 3.0m (wide
passage), cf. Fig. S12 in SOM for the remaining results.

For narrow spacing (e.g., 0.5m), the presence of high
noise deviations allows nodes to discover narrow areas due
to substantial changes in the Voronoi regions and corre-
sponding centroids generated, thus enabling nodes to cover
more regions compared to noise-free or low noise levels.

Figure 18: The impact of noise with regard to PAC in environments
with elongated cavities (see Fig. 6) of width 0.5m and 3.0m. The 20%

difference in PAC in scenario (a) is due to the fact that without noise the
network never manages to extend into the spacing at all, cf. Fig. 6.

6.3.4. Distribution of coverage uniformity. Above we
compared performance during deployment using the dis-
tance traveled (cf. §6.2.4), which we translated into energy
cost using the measure of kinetic energy (cf. Equation 6).
Analogously, we do the same for the coverage provided,
with the energy cost being encoded in the measure of
coverage uniformity UA (cf. Equation 7), for which the
smaller the value the better the performance.

Figure 19: UA (cf. §5.5.2), lower values represent better performance.
(a) and (c) show faster convergence for higher noise-levels, while (d)

(small cavities) does not. The plots for various scenarios in (b) confirm
that increasing numbers of pillars result in slower convergence of UA.

The impact of noise on UA. With regard to the general
impact of noise on the evolution of UA, the results in Fig.
19 (specifically, plots (a) and (b)) show that increasing noise
levels drive faster convergence towards low values for UA.
This is explored in more detail in §6.4.1.

The impact of obstacles on UA. Given the expected
outcomes for the impact of increasing noise-levels, we
investigate the impact of obstacles, Fig. 19, (c). Pillars
obstruct deployment and impact coverage regions. As ex-
pected, increasing the number of obstacles slows down the
convergence towards similar coverage. The final results are,
however, comparable and differ only marginally. Additional
results of UA for obstacle-rich environments are found in
Figs. S13 and S14 in SOM.

UA for small elongated spaces. When deploying nodes
into narrow spaces, their Voronoi regions are defined by the
walls on either side, causing the final UA to be much higher;
this is clearly visible in Fig. 19, (d). Furthermore, in the
absence of noise cavities are not entered, allowing the WSN
to deploy faster into the effectively smaller environment.
More illustrative results are found in Fig. S15 in SOM.

6.4. Swarm-like Noise Coherence in BISON

Throughout the paper we have noticed a - somewhat
counter-intuitive - impact of noise: increasing noise-levels
resulted in better coverage and faster convergence (though at
the cost of significantly larger distances traveled). We argue
that this is due to noise-driven coherence in the collective
motion of the WSN, which can be seen as a swarm of
sensors with Voronoi-distributed domains.

To test this hypothesis, we analyzed the distribution of
the diffusion- and drift-coefficients values (cf. [51]) for the
sensor nodes as a function of the average velocity.

6.4.1. The impact of noise on performance. First of all, we
confirm the consistent positive impact observed throughout
the results: Fig. 20 shows this for our simulated environ-
ments with pillars (left) and walls (right), measuring the
time to achieve 85% coverage, over the 4 noise-levels used.

Figure 20: The impact of increasing noise-levels for environments with
pillars (left) and walls (right). Reported values (y-axis) represent

achieving 85% coverage. The impact of noise is undeniable.

Upon reflection, the explanation for these results is actu-
ally straight-forward: increased noise results in increasingly
erroneous node localization and, thus, centroid calculation.
This in turn leads to increased movement to counter the per-
ceived off-set, which constitutes a faster space exploration.
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the y-axes are the values for diffusion or drift, respectively. Since the only variable difference between the respective left (blue) and right (red) panels
is the noise-level (“no noise” on the left in blue, noise-level σ = 0.05 on the right in red), it is clear that the motion of the sensors is affected by noise.

6.4.2. The impact of noise on collective motion. Collective
motion of objects of both, biological and artificial nature,
may correspond to various forms of coherence [51], [55],
[56], [57], [58]. In the analysis of the influence of the pres-
ence of the controllable noise level presented in preceding
sub-sections, it is evident that some of the parameters quan-
tifying performance of the BISON algorithm show better
performance with the presence of noise.

As discussed (§5.3), overall movement is investigated
using node–diffusion D (Eq. 3) and –drift F (Eq. 4), the
former representing the mean rate of change in average node
velocity, the latter quantifying the evolution thereof. The
results for walled environments (bottom) and environments
with walls (top) are plotted in Fig. 21.

Similar plots from our other experiments all show similar
or stronger differences in the spread of the instantaneous
values of the diffusion coefficient. We believe that this
finding is important for the design of collective robot swarms
(who will always operate under noise in the real world), and
will be subject of further reports. Similar to the differences
in the distribution of the diffusion coefficient values, there
are notable quantitative and qualitative differences in the
distribution of the drift coefficient, as shown above. By
increasing the noise-level we cause the broadening of the
distribution. A similar impact is visible between different
environments (comparing (a) vs (c) and (b) vs (d) in either),
indicating that drift and diffusion can be used to deduce
some ranking of difficulty on our environments.

6.5. Loss of Members and Collision-free Recovery

We also investigate the impact of node-loss as well as
formulate a strategy to address it. As discussed in §4.4 we
distinguish three types of nodes positions (side, corner and
inside the collective), the nodes 3, 7 and 20, labelled in Fig.
22 are respective representatives thereof.

Figure 22: (a) Snapshots of a WSN with the three nodes that are about
to be lost unannounced labelled 3, 7, and 20. (b)-(d) visualizes the

recovery process of the network to cover the holes generated by the loss.

Fig. 22 (a) shows a WSN suffering triple node loss (b)
with BISON recovering from the resulting loss of cover-
age. We simulated individual node loss and recorded the
evolution of both, PAC as well as CDT during the recovery
of the remaining network after the node-loss occurred. The
results are plotted in Fig. 23: we see a quick recovery of the
network noting that the relative position within the network
has a large impact on the recovery process and performance.

As part of our ongoing work, we start by simulating a
short exit path for a randomly chosen node that lost most
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of its power, as shown in Fig. 24. Each node knows the
location of the starting point where nodes are injected from.
A direct path is then planned from the current node location
towards the injection point. During the motion of the node,
it will sense if there is another node within its sensing range
that blocks the path and will avoid it by moving around that
node until it is back again on the planned path.

Figure 23: The recovery of the network after node loss (cf Fig. 22).
Three different types of nodes (side, corner and center) were simulated

to drop out (separately) and the resulting changes in coverage were
recorded as well as the movement required to do so. Most of the lost

coverage is recovered almost immediately and almost half the
movement is incurred fine tuning the locations of the recovering nodes.

The green line in Fig. 24 illustrates the shortest exit
path a certain low power sensor node follows to get out of
the network before it dies out. We will further extend the
work to consider the total time required to exit the area and
the amount of energy consumed during the exit process, as
well as include some approach to guide nodes along the
shortest path in the network (in case that there are obstacles
or blocking the shortest direct path).

Figure 24: Simulated controlled node failure where a node
pre-emptively removes itself from the network in case of e.g., low

battery. The direct exit path taken is written in green, basic collision
avoidance causes the node to circle around other nodes in its path.

7. Conclusions and Future Work Plan

We presented BISON (Bio-inspired Self-organizing
Network), a new Voronoi-based optimization algorithm for
wireless sensor network deployment and reallocation in an
unknown, obstacle-rich and noisy environment. One novel
aspect of BISON is its ability to adapt to changes in the

environment. A new method for node injection, guided
by system requirements and based on satisfying coverage
and connectivity conditions is proposed. Nodes calculate
their Voronoi regions exclusively on the basis of locally
available information and then continuously move towards
the center of their region. A number of performance criteria
were introduced and used to validate the algorithm.

A summary of the algorithm results is the following:
1) In terms of the coverage and the number of nodes,

BISON tends to achieve maximum coverage at an ear-
lier time and with fewer nodes compared to the NSVA
algorithm (with ratio of 1 to 3), under the same param-
eters. However, the average distance traveled is higher
for BISON as new nodes enter the area of interest one
at a time, while the NSVA algorithm tends to have a
fixed number of nodes at the starting point waiting to
be distributed in the network, implying that nodes need
less movement during the deployment process.

2) The algorithm was also evaluated in a variety of
environments that contain different obstacle shapes,
scattering objects, and spacings, showing the broad
applicability of BISON while performing well in a
variety of case studies.

3) The presence of Gaussian noise allowed the sensor
nodes to cover the region of interest faster than in a
noise-free situation, and to reach the maximum cover-
age in shorter time.

4) The early nodes consume the most energy as they
are the first to discover the region of interest and the
optimum position is not yet clear to them. As more
nodes enter the area, their movements become limited
and the optimum position becomes better determined,
leading to the decrease of energy consumption with
time. Additionally, in a noisy environment, a trade-
off between the coverage efficiency and the energy
expenditure is defined.

5) Loss of some of the early nodes is analyzed, demon-
strating robustness of the proposed BISON solution.

6) Lastly, the influence of noise is analyzed within drift-
diffusion framework, lending an insight into future
design of efficient deployment networks.

Future work plan will consider the dynamics of the
nodes’ entry that could be somewhat improved, as the
density near the entry point needs to be optimized. Vari-
able sensing range for individual sensors will also add a
layer of realistic implementation to the algorithm, as will
the inclusion of temporally varied noise levels. Finally, a
three-dimensional consideration of the algorithm need to be
studied to better visualize the performance of the algorithm
and have a better evaluation for real implementations.
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